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to physical Optics. By Thomas Young, M. D. F. R. S.

I Read November 24, 1803.

1. EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATION OF’THE GENERAL L4W OF-
THE INTEle‘ERENCE OF LIGHT.

IN making some experiments on the fringes of colours accom—

panying shadows, I have found so simple and se demonstrative

a proof of the general law of the interference of two portions of

light, which I haVe already endeavoured to establish, that I

think it right to lay before the Royal Society, a sherst statement

of the facts which appear to me so decisive. The proposition

on Which I mean to insist at present, is simply this, that fringes

of colours-are produced by the interference of two portions of

light; and I think it will not be denied by the most prejudiced,

that the assertion is proved by the experiments I am about

to relate, which may be repeated with great ease, whenever
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”2/ Dr. YOUNG’S Experiments andhCalculatz'ons

the sun shines, and without any other apparatus than is at hand

to every one. I . \

Expat. 1. I made a small hole in a Window—shutter, and

covered it with a piece of thick paper,»which I perforated with a

fine needle. For greater convenience of ehsermtien, I placed a

smell leaking glass without the windew-Shutter, in such a pm

sitien as to reflect the sun’s light, in a direction neatly hori-a-
zentei, upon the opposite wall, and to cause, the cone of diverging

light to pass over a table, on Which were several little screens of

cardmpeper. I brought ihto the sunbeam a slip (Sf card, about

one—thit‘tieth of an inch in breadth, and observed its shadow,

either on the wall, or on other cards held at different distances.

Besides the fringes of colours on each side of the shadow, the

shadow itse‘tf was divided by similar parallel fringes, of smaller

dimensions, difteting in number, accdrding to the distance at '

which the shadow was observed, but leaving the middle 0f the

shadow always White. Now these fringes were the jeint effects

ot” the portions of light passing on each side of the siip of Card,

and inflected, or rather diffracted, into the shadow. For, a littte

screen being placed a few inches from the card, so as to receive

either edge 0f the shadow on its margin, all the fringes which

had hefore been observed in the shadow on the wall immediately

disaepeeted, although the light inflected on the other side was

atlowed to retain its course, and although this light must have

undergone any modification that the proximityet’ the otheeedge

_ 0f the slip of card might have been capable of eeeeeiozeing.

When the interposed screen was more remote from the narrow

card, it" was necessary to plunge it more deeply into the shadew,

in order to extinguish the parallel lines; for here the light,

tditt‘racted from the edge of the object, had. entered. further into
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the shadow, in its way towards the fringes. Nor was it for want
of a sufficient intensity of light, that one of the two portions

. was incapable of producing the fringes alone; for, when they

were hotH 1111interrupted,the lines appeared, even if the intensity

was reduced to one-tenth or one~twentieth

Exper. 2. i‘he crested fringes described by the ingenious and

accurate GRIMALDI, afford an elegant variation of the preceding

experiment, and 21h interesting example of a calculation grounded

on it. When a shedow is formed by an object which has a rect-

anguiar termination, besides the usual external fringes, there

Eire two or three alternations of colours, beginning from the line

which bisects the angle, disposed on each side of it, in curves,

which are convex towards the bisecting line, and which con-

verge in some degree towards it, as they become more remote

from the angular point. These fringes are also the joint effect

of the light which is inflected directly towards the shadow, from

each of the two outlines of the object. For, if a screen be placed

within a few inches of the object, so as to receive only one of

the edges 0f the shadow, the whole of the fringes disappear. If,

011 the contrary, the rectangular point of the screen be opposed

to the point of the shadow, so as barely to receive the angle
of the shadow on its extremity, the fringes will remain un-

disturbed.

II. COMPARISON OF MEASUREsyDEDUCED FROM VARIOUS

EXPERIMENTS.

If we now proceed to examine the dimensions of the fringes,

under different circumstances, we may calculate the diferences

of the lengths of the paths described by the portions of light,

which have thus been proved to be concerned in producing those

B e
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fringes; and we shall find,that Where the lengths are equal, the

Eight always remains white ;" but that,where either the brightest
light, 01' the fight ofany given colour, disappears and teappears,

a first,~a second, 01‘ a third time; the differences of the lengths

111' the. paths ofthe M110 portiens 11m in arithmetical progression,

as nearly as we can expect experiments of this kind to: agree

With each other.‘ I shall compare, in this point of view, the

measures deduced from several experiments of NEWTON, and

from some of my011111. ‘

In the eighth and ninth observations of the third book 01

NEWTON’S Gptics, some experiments are related, whichfitogea

ther With the third QbServatien, will furnish us with the data

11ecesse1y 101111ecaieuiation. Two knives Were placed, with their

edges meeting at a. Very acute angle, in abeam of the sun’3

light, admitted threugh a smaiiaperture; and the point of 0011--

course of the two first dark lines bordering the shadows of the ,

respective knives, was observediat various distances. The results

of six observations are eXpressed in the first three hues of the

first Table. ‘ 011 the supposition that the dark lirieis produced

by the first interference of the light reflected from the edges of
the knives, with the light paSsing in a straight line between them,

we may assign, 'bycalculatiNg the diiierence 0f the two paths,

the interval for the first diseppearanCe of the brightest light, as

~ it is expressed in the fourth line. The seeond‘Table contains the

results of a‘similar Calculation, 110111 NEWTON’S observations on

the shatiow of a hair; and the third, from‘seme eXperimefits of my

01111113 ef the same nature: the second bright line being supposed to

Corteejeend to a double interval, the seminal dark line to a triple

intetvai, and the succeeding lines to depend on a continuation

‘ ef the progression. The 1111:1101“ all the Tables is an inch;
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TABLE i. @1735. 9. 3, N.

Distance of the knives from the aperture =- ~ 7 - 101.

Distance5 0f the paper . ‘ r ' A
from the knives - 1%, , 3.}. 83}, '32. ; 96. 131.

Distances between the
edges of the knives, 0p~ ,
posite t0 the point of 7 , . 3
concourse . - . .012, .020, , .034, .057, .081, , .087.

Interval 0f disappearance .0000122, .0000155, .0000182, .0000167, .0000166, .0000166.

TABLE II. Obs. 3. N.
Breadth 0f the hair , - i - ~ - ~ 12-3-5.

Distance of the hair from the aperture ‘ ~ ' - - 144.

Distances 0f the Scale from the aperture .. - I 50, 252.

(Breadths 0f the shadow - - - - 3%, .3.

Breadth between the second pair of bright lines , ~-’ :37, 1 $3.

‘ Intewal of disappearance, or heuf the difference of the paths . .0000151, .0000173.

Breadth between the third peirvof brig!ht lines - I ‘ - 745;, 333.

Interval 0f disappearance,30f the diflerence -. , - . .0000130, 230000143.

TABLE III. E11567". 3.

Breadth 01111.: object — - - 4 ' - , .434.

Distance of the object from the aperture ‘ - .- - ~ 3 12 5.

Distanceeof the wall from the aperture 7- - 1- - 250.

Distance of the second pair of dark lines from. each other .. a 1.167.

Interval of disappearance, §— 01’ the difference . - - — . - 0000149.,

Exper. 4
Breadth of the wire I .- V - .- - .. .-- - .083.

Distafice 0f the Wire from the aperture «- .. 7 Q ~ 32.

Distance of the wall from the apert 11re ’ ~ 6' I- - 1. 250.

(Breadth 0f the shadow, by th1eemeasu1ements .815, .826. or .827; meaxi, .823.)

Distance of the first pairef dark lines - 1.165, 1.170, 0r‘1.160; mean, 1.16;.
Interval of disappearance” — . . .. .. - 3000194

Distance of the second pair of dark lines ~ 1.402, I 395, or 1 4.00; mean, 1399.

Interval of disappearance - .- .. - — 0000137.

Distance of the thiId pair of dark lines 1-. 1.594, 1.580, or 1.585 ; mean, 1.586.

.4
Interval of disappearance - .. - ’ - 7 i - .0000128.
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It appears, from five of the six observations of the first Table,

in Which the distance of the shadow was varied from about 3

inches to 1 1 feet, and the breadth of the fringes was increased in

the ratio of7 'to 1, that the (iitference‘ of the routes constituting

the interval of disappearance, varied but one~eleventh at most;

and that, in three out of the five, it agreed with the mean, either

exactly, or within'Tg-a part. Hence we are warranted in in-

ferring, that the interval appropriate to the extinctioh of the

brightest light, is either accurately or very nearly constant.

k But it may be inferred, from a comparison of all the other

observations, that When the obliquity of the reflection is very

great, some Circumstance takes place, which causes the interval

thus calculated to be somewhat greater: thus, in the eleventh

line of the third Table, it comes out one-sixth greater than the

mean of the five, already mentioned. On the other hand, the

mean of two of NEWToN’s eXperiments and one of mine, is a

result about one~fourth less than the former. With respect to

the nature of this circumstance, I cannot at present form a de-

cided opinion ; but I conjecture that it is a deviation of some of

the light concerned, from the rectilinear direction assigned to it,

arising either/ from its natural diffraction, by Which the mag-

nitude of the shadow is also enlarged, " or from some other

unknown cause. If we imagined the shadow of the Wire, and the

fringes nearest it, to be so contracted that the motion #of the

light bounding the shadow might be rectilinear, we shouid thus

make a sufficient compensation for this deviation; but it is dif-

ficult topoint out what precise track of the light would cause

it to require this correction.

The mean of the three experiments which appear to have

been leastaffected by this unknown deviation, gives .0000127
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for the interval appmpriate to the disappearance of the brightest-

hghtg-‘and it may be inferred, that if they had been wholly
eXempted from-its efifeets, the measure Would have been some-

what smaller. NOW the analogous interval, deduced from the

experiments of} NEWTON On thin plates, is .0000112, which ,is

about 0ne~eighth less than the former result; and this appears

’ to he a coincidence fully sufficient to authorise us to attribute

these two Clasees of phenomena to the same ceuse. It is very

easily shown, With respect to the coloursrof thin plates, that

each kind of Eight disappears [and reappears, Where the diffe-

rences 0f the» routes of two of its portions are in arithmetical

pregressien ;, and We have seen, thatthe same law may be in

general inferred from the phenomena of diffracted light, even

independently'of the analogy. ,

f The distribution of the coloursis also so similar in both cases,

as to point immediately to a similarity in the causes. ‘In the

thirteenth observation of the second part of the first book,

NEWTON relates, thatthe interval of the glasses where the rings

appeared in red light, was ’to the interval Where they appeared

in violet light, as 14. to 9; and, in the eleventh thervatien of

the third book, that the distances between the fringes, under the

same circumstances, were the 22d and 27th of an inch. Hence,

fieducting the breadth of the hair, and taking the squares, in

enter to find the relation ofthe dittérenee et‘ the routes; we have

' the proportion of 14. to 91,-}, whtch scarcely; differs from the pro-
portion observed in the colours of the thin plate. ¥ ,

We ,may readily determine; from this generalprinei'e’te, the
form of the crested {hinges 0f GRIMALDI, atready‘ descrihed; for
it will appear that, under; the. ci‘rcttmstancesj of the experiment

related, the points in which the differences of the lengths of the .
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pathe ée‘seribed bythe two 'portiens oflight are equal toa‘con-

stem quantity,’ and in Which, therefore,?the same kinde of light

ought to appear or disappear, are always found in equilateral

hyperbolas, of which the axes coincide with the "outlines of the.

shadow and the esymptetes nearly‘with— the diagonal line. Such,

therefore, must be the directien of the fringes; and thiscon-w

clusi-on agrees perfectly with the observation. But it must be re—

marked, ?that the parts. near the outlines of the shadow, are so

much shaded off, as to render the character of' the curve some—

what less decidedly marked Where it approaches to its axis.

These fringes have a, slight resemblance to the hyperbolic fringes

observed by NEWTON; but the analogy is only distant.

III. APPLICATION TO THE SU-PERNIUMERARY RAINBOWS.

The repetitions of celours sometimes observed Within the

“commen. rainbow, and described in the Philosophical Transac~
tions, by Dr. LANGWITH and Mr. .DAVAL, admit also a very easy

and complete eXplanation from the same principles. Dr. PEM-

BERT-ON'has attempted to point out an analogy between these

colours and those of thin plates; but the irregular reflection

from the posterior surface of the drop, to Which alone he attri—

butes the: appearance, must be far too weak to produce any visible

effects. In «order to understand the phenomenon, we have only

to attehdito the "two portions of light Which are exhibited in the

commondiagmms eXp‘ianatory 0f the rainbow, regularly reflected

from the posterior surfaee 0f the drop, and crossing each other

in variousdirectiens, till, at (the angle of the greatest, deviation,-

they coincide With each athenso as to produCe, by the? greater

intenSity of this redoubled light, the common rainbow of 411

degrees. Other parts of these two portions will quit the drop
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in directions parallel to each Other; and these would (exhibit a ,

Continued diffusion Of fainter light, for 25° within~the bright

termination which forms «the rainbow, buthr the general law

of interference, Which, as in Other similar cases, divides the light

into concentric rings; the magnitude Of these rings depending

on that of the drop, according to’the di'fifierenCe of time occupied

in the passage of the two portions, which thus proceed in parallel

directions to the spectato’r’s eye, after" having been differently

refracted and reflected within the drOp. This (iifference varies

at first, nearlyas ,the Square'of the angular distanCe from the

primitive rainbow; and, if"the firSt additienal red be ‘at the dis-

tance of 91° from the red of the rainbow, so as to interfere a little

With the p1iniitive violet, the fourth additional red will be at a

distance of nearly 2° more »; and the intermediate colours will

occupy a space nearly equal to’ the original rainbow. In order

to produce this efiect, the drops must be about _..__ of an i11eh,or

.013, in diameter: it would be sufficient if they were betWeen

?_ and -—-——. The reason that such superhumerary colours are
not often0seen, must be. that it doesnot often happen that drops
so nearly equal are found together :~ bu-t,xthat this may some-
times' happen, is not in itself at all improbable: we measure
even medicines by dropping them from a phial, and it may easily
be conceived that the drops formed by natural. operations may
sometimes be as uniform as any that» can be produced by art.
Hewaccurately this theory Coincides with the observation,may
best be determined from Dr. LANGWITH’S’OWD words.“

.. cc "AuguSt the 21st, 1722,;about' halfan hour paSt fiiie in the
“ evening, weather temperate, wind at north:east, the appearance
“ was as follows. The colours of the primary rainbow were as
6‘ usual, only the purple very much inclining to red, and well
MDCCCIV. C
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“ defined: under this was an arch. of green, 3 the upper part of ~

“ which inclined to a bright yellow, the lower to a more dusky

“ green : under this were: aitemately two arches of reddish

“ p11rple, and two of green: underall, a faint appearance. of

“ another arch of purple, which vanished and returned several

“’ times so quick, that we could not readily fix our eyes upon it.

“ Thus the order of the cel’ours was,‘ 1‘. Red, orange-colouir, yel-

“ low, green,1ight blue, deep blue, purple. 11. Light'green, dark

“ green, purple. 111. Green, purple.” 1v. Green, faint vanishing

“i purple. You see We had here four ordersof colours, and per.-

“ haps the beginning of a fifth : for I make no questiOn but that

“‘ what I call the purple, is a mixture of the purple of each of

“ the upper series with the red of the next below it, and the

“ green a mixture of the intermediate Colours. I send you not

1“ this account barelyupon the Credit of my own eyes, for there

“ was a clergyman and four other . gentlemen in company,

“‘ whom I desired to view the colours attentively, who all

“ agreed, that they appeared in the manner that I have now de-

“ scribed. There‘are‘two“ things which well deserve to be taken

a“ notice «of, as they may perhaps direct us, in some measure, to

‘.‘ the solution of this curious phenomenOn. Thefirst is, that the

“ breadth of the first series so far exceeded thatof any of the

“ rest, that, as near as I could judgetit Was equal to them all

“ taken together. The Second is, that’ I have never observed

“ these inner orders of colours in the lower parts ofthe rainbow,

“ though they have often been incomparably more vivid than

“ the upper parts, under which the colours have appeared I

“ have taken notice of this so very often, that I can hardly look

“ upon it-to be accidental; and, if it should prove true in general,

“ it will bring the disquisition into anarrow compass; for it will
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,“ show that this {effect depends upon some property which the

'“t drops retain, whilst they are in the upper part of the air, but,

“ lose as they come lower, and aremore mixed with one ano-

« ther.” Phil. Trans. Vol. XXXII. p. 243. ‘
From a consideration of the nature of the seCOndary rainbow,

of 54?,“it may be inferred, that if any such supernurnerary colours.

were seen attending this" rainbow; they would necessarily be

external to it, instead of internal- The circles, sOmetim-es-seen'

encompassing the observer’s shadow in a mist, are perhaps more

‘nearly'related to the cOmmon colours of thin plates as seen by

reflection. ‘

1v. ARGU'MENTA-TIVE IN’FERENCE RESPECTING’THENATURE OF

LIGHT.

§ The experiment of GRIMALDI, on the crested fringeswithin
the shadow, together with several others of his observations,

equally important, has been left unnoticed by NEWTON, Those
who are attached to the NEWTON‘IAN theory of light, or to the
hypotheses of modern Opticians, founded on views still less enu

larged, woulddo Wei] to endeaVOuréto imagineany thing like

aniexplanation of these experiments, derived frOm their own»

doctrine‘stand, if they. fail in. the attempt, to refrain at least

from idle deciamation against a system which is founded on the
accuracy of its .appliCation to all theSe facts, and to a thousand

Others of a. similar nature. t ‘

From the experiments and calculations Which have been pre-

mised, we may be .aliowed to infer, that homogeneous light, at
certain equal-distances‘in the direction of its motion, is possessed A

of Opposite qualities, ca-péble of neutralising or destroying each

C 2
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other, and of extinguishing the light,lwhe‘re they happen1 to be

united; that these qualities succeed each other alternately Tina

‘ successive concentric superficies, at distances Whichare constant;

fer the same light, passing through the same medium. From the

agreement of the measures, and from the similarity ofthe phe-

nomena, we may conclude, that "these intervalsiare thesame as:

are concerned in the production of the Coleurs-of thin plates;

but these are shown, by theexperiments of NEWTON, to be the

smaller, the denser the medium; and; since it may be presumed

that their number must necessarily remain unaltered in a given

quantity of light, it follows of course, that light moves more

slowly in a denser, than ih a rarer medium: and this being

granted, it must be allowed, that refraction is not the effect of

anattractive force directed to a denser medium; The ’adecates

'for the projectile hypothesis Of light, must consider which link

in this chain of reasoning they may judgejto-be “the" most feeble“;

for, hitherto, I have adyanced in: this Paper no, general hypo-

thesis Whatever; But, siric’e We know that soundidiverges in

concentric superficies, and that musical so'unds consist of oppo-..

site qualities, capable of neutralising each other, and succeeding

at certain equal intervals,’which are different according to the

difference of the note, we are fully authorised to conclude that

there must be some strong resemblance betWeen the nature of

Sound and that of light. .

I have not, in the course of these investigations, f011nd any
reason to suppose the presence of such an infleCting medium:111

the neighbourhood ofkden‘se substances as I was formerly in--

clined to attribute to them ;’ and, upon considering the pheno-

mena of jtheiaberration of the stars," I amdisposed to believe,

that the luminifero'us ether perVades the substance of all material
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bedies: With Iittl‘eo‘r no resistance, as freelyiperheips as the Wind
passes through a grove “of trees. 7

1 ~ The observations 011 the effects of difi‘raction'vand interference,

may perhaps sometimes be applied to 7a practiCal purpose, in:

makingius cautious in 11111 60110111310113 respecting the éppear~

ances 0f [minuteb‘odies viewed‘in‘ 21 microscope."The shadoW of

11fibre, however opaque placed in a pencil of lightadmitted

‘ threugh a small apert11re,f is always semeWhat Iess dark111 the

’ middle of its breadth than111 the parts 011 each side. A similar

effeCt may also take pIaCe, in some degree, with respect to the
¥-image011 theretina, and impress the sense with an idea of a.

transparency Which has norealexistence. and,ifa Small portion 701‘

1.’ightibe*re’ally'transmittedthreugh the substance, this. may again.

bedestroyed by its interference with the diffracted light, and: prew

dhCe‘ 2111-121ppeé11'ahc‘eof partial opacity”, instead of1111if01'm'semitrans-

parency? TheS,I ‘e’eehtralt dark Spot,fa'111d a light spet surrounded

bya darker ei1cIe,mayrespectivelybe preduced111 theImagesof

' a semitrahsparent and an Opaque corpuscie andImpress us with

anidea(if a compIiCation of structure Which does not exist. In-

order to detect the fallacy, Wemay make two or threefibre.)

:cross each other, andV1ew a numberof giobules contiguous to

each othei, 01' we mayobtain a still more effectual remedy by

changing the magnifyingpower; and the11,if the appearance

remain constant in kindand111 degree,-Wemay be assured thatit
truly represents thenature of the substance to be exami11ed.It

is natural to inquire Whether or 110the figures of the globules of

blood, delineated by Mr H‘EWSON 111 the Phil. T13113 V01. LXIII

for1773; might notin seine measure have been influenced by a;

deceptionof this kind: but, asfar as I have hitherto been able to

eXaminet the g10b111es,1Vith~‘a lens. of onenfiItieth of an inch"
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focus, I have found themneat1y such as Mr. HEWSON has de-
scribed them.

~ v. REMARKS ON THE COLOURS ~0F NATURAL BODIES.

Exper. 5; I have already adduced, in illustration of NEWTON’S

comparison of the colours of natural bodies with those of thin

plates,‘Dr. 'WOLLASTO‘N’S obsietv‘atinns on the blue light of the

lower part of a candle, which appears, when Viewed through

a prism, to be divided into five portions. ~ 1 have lately observed

a similar instance, still ’ more strongly marked, in the light

transmitted by the bl-ueglass sold by the Opticians.» This light is

separated, by the priSm into seven distinct portions, nearly equal
in magnitude, but'som’ewhat broader, and less accurately defined,

tOWards the violet end of the spectrum. Thefirst two are red,’

the third is yellowish green, the fourth green, the fifth blue, the

sixth bluish Violet, and the seventh violet. This divisionagrees

very nearly with that. of the light reflected by a plate of air 3326

of an inch in thickness, corresponding to- the 11th series of red.

and the 18th of violet. A' similar plate of a metallic oxide, would

perhapsbe about’Tg-é-ga- of an inch in» thickness. But it must be

iconfessed, that there are strong reasons for believing the colour-v

ing particles of natural bodies in general to be incomparably

smaller thanthis, and it is probable that the analogy, suggested

by NEWTON, is somewhat less close than he imagined. The

light reflected 'by a plate of air, at any thickness nearly corre-

Sponding to the 1 1th red, appears to the eye to be very nearly

white; but, under favourable cirCumstances, the 11th red and

the neighbouring celours maystill be distinguished. The light

of some kinds of coloured glass .is pure red; that of others, red

with a little'green: someintercept all the light, except the extreme
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red and the blue. In the blue light of a candle, eXpandedby'

the (prism, the portions of each colourhppear' to; be narroWer,
‘ and theintervening dark Spaces wider, than in the analogous

spectrum derived from the light reflected from a thin plate.
The light of burning.- alcohol appears to be green and vieiet

only. The pink dye solid in the ,shOps,which is a preparation

of the carthamus, affords a good Specimen of a yellow green

light regularly reflected, and a crimsonprobably produced by

transmission.

‘ VI. EXPERIMENT OVN THEtDARK RAYS OFRITTE‘R'.

> . Exper. 6. The existence of solar rays accomganying light,

moreirefrangible than the violet rays, and eognisable bytheir

ch’emi‘caleifects, was first ascertained by Mr. BITTER: but Dr.

WOLLASTO‘N made the same eXperiments a very short time after-

wards, Without having been. informed of what had been done

on theContinent- These rays appear to extend beyond the violet

rays of the prismatic speétrum, through a space nearly equal to

that which is occupied by the violet. in order to complete the

comparison of their properties with those of visible light, I was »

desirous of examining the efl’ect of their refle’Ction from a. thin

plate of air, capable of producing the weii known rings of colours.

For this purpose, I formed an image oi' the rings, by means of
the solar microscope, with the apparatus which I have described

in the Journals of the Royal Institution, and I thiew thisimage

on paper dipped1n a solution of nitrate of silver, placed at the

distance of about nine inches f1cm the microscope. In the cou1se

of an heur; portions of three dark rings. were very diStinctly

visible, much smaller than the brightest rings of the coloured

image, and coinciding very nearly, in their dimensions, with the
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‘rihgs of violet light that appeared upon the interposition of violet

g1ass.Ithought the darkrings were a iittle smaller than the

violet rings, but the difference was not sufi‘icienBtIy great to be

accurately ascertained; it might be as much 35 —-~ 01'-———- of the

diameters, but not greater It is the less surprising:4that the

difierenceshould be so small, as the dimensions of the'coioured

rings do not by any means Maryat the violet end of thespec—

trum, so rapidly as at the red end.For performingthis experi-

ment with very great accuracy, 21 heliostate would be neCessary,

‘since the motion of the sun causes a slight change111 the piece

of the imagiefl;.and~leather5,l impregnated With the muriate of

silver, would indicate theefi‘ect with greater delicacy. .Thejex-'

periment, hOWever, in its present state; is sufficient to complete

the analogy ertthe 'invisiblezwith the visible rays, and to show

that they are equally. liable, to the general law which is the

principal subject of this Paper.‘ ‘If We had thermometers sufl‘i»

cientiy delicate, it is probable that we, might acquire, by similar

.meanis,information still more interesting, with respect to the

rays 0f invisible heeit discovered by Dr.. HERSCHEL ;- but at pre-«

sent thereis greatreasen. t0 d'oubtof thew practicability of such,

an experiment.


